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Adoration is not an investment strategy

"The future is never clear, and you pay a very high price in the stock market for a cheery consensus. 
Uncertainty is the friend of the buyer of long-term values."-- Warren Buffett 

Worship of the greatest 
investment icon of the 
last few decades

Buying his stock at the tail 
end of his career≠

Don’t chase past returns

The buffet is cold, stale and ending (pun intended!)



Insurance
• Property and Casualty

• Reinsurance

Utilities
• Electricity generation – MidAmerican

• Railroad - Burlington Northern

Finance
• Commercial lending

• Real estate brokerage

Manufacturing, Retail etc
• Grocery distribution

• Building materials

• Candies

• Aircrafts - NetJets

Carpets, candies to catastrophe reinsurance



Mass delusion after stock split and S&P 500 addition

Irrational 
Price spike

Crazy dumb retail 
investor volume

“Investing should be dull, like watching paint dry or grass grow” – Paul Samuelson



Folksy charm is just a carefully cultivated marketing tool

Hat tip: Kevin Depew of Minyanville

You want the truth? You can’t handle the truth. – Jack Nicholson in A Few Good Men



Berkshire is a bailout baby

Buffett letter to Paulson to bailout financial institutions 
at the height of financial crisis

See Appendix for Page 2 to 4

Not a rock solid all-weather American icon

Buffett’s stake in 8 companies that received $133 
billion in bailout

No atheists in foxholes; no sage icons in financial crisis

Buffett = Welfare Queen



Oracle of Omaha says Berkshire is overvalued now

Finally, I made an even worse mistake when I said “yes” to 
Dexter, a shoe business I bought in 1993 for $433 million in 
Berkshire stock (25,203 shares of A). What I had assessed 
as durable competitive advantage vanished within a few 
years. But that’s just the beginning: By using Berkshire 
stock, I compounded this error hugely. That move made 
the cost to Berkshire shareholders not $400 million, but 
rather $3.5 billion. In essence, I gave away 1.6% of a 
wonderful business – one now valued at $220 billion – to 
buy a worthless business.

To state the matter simply, a shareholder voting 
“yes” today is authorizing a huge transaction 
without knowing its cost or the means of payment.
What we know with certainty, however, is that 
Kraft stock, at its current price of $27, is a very 
expensive “currency” to be used in an acquisition.
In 2007, in fact, Kraft spent $3.6 billion to 
repurchase shares at about $33 per share, 
presumably because the directors and management 
thought the shares to be worth more….

Buffett criticizes Kraft for using stock to acquire Cadbury Buffett regretting using stock for past acquisitions in 2007 shareholder letter

$26.5 billion for the roughly 77.5 
percent it did not already own……

……..40 percent of the price or 
$10 billion in Berkshire stock, 
increasing Berkshire’s share count 
by 6.1 percent.

But pays Berkshire stock to buy Burlington !

Actions speak louder than words



Ticking time bombs in Berkshire balance sheet

I view derivatives as time bombs, both for the parties that deal in them and the economic system. 
Reported earnings on derivatives are often wildly overstated. The errors usually reflect the human 
tendency to take an optimistic view of one’s commitments. But the parties to derivatives also 
have enormous incentives to cheat in accounting for them.

Berkshire Annual Report 2002

Hypocrisy, thy name is Buffett

Derivatives are financial weapons of mass destruction, carrying dangers that, while now latent, are potentially 
lethal – Warren Buffett

At Berkshire, I both initiate and monitor every derivatives contract on our books….. If 
Berkshire ever gets in trouble, it will be my fault. It will not be because of misjudgments 
made by a Risk Committee or Chief Risk Officer

Berkshire Shareholder Letter 2009

Berkshire is a party to 251 derivatives contracts. Our put contracts total $37 billion and are spread among the 
S&P, FTSE 100, Euro Stoxx 50, Nikkei 225. Our first contract comes due on September 9, 2019 and our last on 
January 24, 2028. In 2008 we began to write “credit default swaps” on individual companies….$4 billion of 
contracts covering 42 corporations…….bond insurance contracts that are structured as derivatives.

Berkshire Shareholder Letter 2008



Who can fill the shoes?

Male Life Expectancy in US : 74 years

Age: 79 Age: 86

Look on my works, ye Mighty, and despair!'
Nothing beside remains. Round the decay
Of that colossal wreck, boundless and bare
The lone and level sands stretch far away.“

- Shelley in Ozymandias

Warren Buffett Charlie Munger

David ‘who’ Sokol?



Berkshire Reinsurance operation is 
a riddle, wrapped in a mystery inside an enigma

If Charlie, I and Ajit are ever in a sinking boat – and you can only save one of us – swim to Ajit.

Staffed today by only 30 people, Ajit’s operation has set records for transaction size in several areas of 
insurance. Ajit writes billion-dollar limits – and then keeps every dime of the risk instead of laying it off with 
other insurers.

During 2009, Ajit negotiated a life reinsurance contract that could produce $50 billion of premium over the 
next 50 years.

And it is all in Ajit Jain’s head

Berkshire Shareholder Letter 2009

Ajit Jain

Full Disclosure: Both me and Ajit went to the same undergraduate school: IIT

Age 60

Key Man Risk



Is Burlington deal the final act of an investing saga?

• Ben Graham turns in his grave

– A 30% plus premium and 20 times earnings for self-admitted regulated utility company!

• Berkshire stock as currency

– Backtracking on stated principles or covert signal about current valuation?

• Regulated and Capital Intensive

– At the mercy of government’s whims for the next 100 years (stated holding period)

– Between 1999-2009, BNI spent 68% of operating cash flow in Capex

• Fuel cost hedging reason is convoluted

– A ton of freight for 470 miles on only one gallon of diesel; but why not buy energy 
companies directly?

EV/FCF Return on Capital

Burlington Northern 29 11%

Union Pacific 24 10%

Norfolk Southern 18 10%

Inevitable 
Conclusion

Buffett is protecting his Berkshire franchise by a mammoth 
acquisition of a regulated, stable, boring, utility company 
as a final act before he hands over the reins



Berkshire out of a walled fortress
• Addition to S&P 500 will increase volatility

• Stock Split
– 50:1 split will make Berkshire stock a run-of-the-mill Wall Street football

• Index funds will lead the herd
– 565,000 Berkshire shareholders will follow (including 40,000 Burlington 

employees)

• Gates Foundation will sell their Berkshire Hathaway stock
– They sold approximately 17,000 "B" shares every month for past three months

• Options market makers will have a field day, leading to volatility
– Construct synthetic options on BRK

Implication Volatile middle-aged and mature stock



‘Law of Large Numbers’ will catch up
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Berkshire Book Value increase per year 
versus S&P 500 including dividends

Bailout 
assisted

The big minus is that our performance advantage has shrunk dramatically as our size has grown, an unpleasant 
trend that is certain to continue. ….huge sums forge their own anchor and our future advantage, if any, will be a 
small fraction of our historical edge.

Berkshire Shareholder Letter 2009

Name Ticker Market Cap in Billions

Exxon Mobil Corp  XOM  313

Microsoft Corp MSFT 250

Berkshire Hathaway BRK.B 206

Apple Inc. AAPL 198

Procter & Gamble PG 185

Johnson & Johnson JNJ 176

General Electric Co GE 175

JP Morgan Chase & Co JPM 170

Intl Business Machines Corp IBM 165

Bank of America Corp BAC 167

Chevron Corp CVX 149

It’s lonely at the top; only way is down

11 largest companies in S&P 500

Most true bargains are not available in large blocks. – Ben Graham 

Implication Outperformance versus market unlikely in future



The Bottomline

• Just a bet on the motivation of individual companies CEOs to not disappoint 
BuffettBuying Hope

• Coke, BYD etc is just a small part of the valueUS centric

• Too BIG Shoes! David who Sokol? Ajit who Jain?Succession

• Insurance, ReinsuranceMurky Balance Sheet

• Everything from index puts, CDS on companies to bond insurance derivativesDerivative Time Bombs

• Too big in the market; Will be raided by traders soonSitting Elephant or Duck

• Staid utility company masquerading as a value play

• BNSF acquisition is a desperate measure to safeguard Berkshire franchiseUtility chimera

• 200 companies in everything from carpets, candies to catastrophe reinsurance.

• Should have heavy ‘conglomerate discount’Conglomerate Behemoth

• Recent bid-up of price before and after stock split and addition to S&P is 
irrationalMass Delusion



Berkshire  Hathaway

Forecast

EPS Forecast 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010E

EPS $3.69 $4.76 $5.70 $2.15 $3.46 $5.00 

FY1 FY2
Long-Term 

Growth 
Rate Notes

EPS Forecasts $5.00 $6.00 20% All numbers pertain to BRK.B

Book value per share $56 Target ROE is equal to that of market at 10% since BRK is so big

Discount Rate 9.00% EPS forecast is average of last years

Dividend Payout Ratio 0.00 Long-term EPS growth rate assumed to be equal to BRK book value growth at 20%

Next Fiscal Year end 2010 Discount rate at 8%, very generous considering insurance business risk

Current Fiscal Month (1 to 12) 3

Target ROE (industry avg.) 0.10

Year 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Long-term EPS Growth Rate (Ltg) 20% 20% 20% 20% 20%

Forecasted EPS $5.00 $6.00 $7.20 $8.64 $10.37 $12.44 $14.93 

Beg. of year BV/Shr $56.3 $61.3 $67.3 $74.5 $83.2 $93.5 $106.0 

Implied ROE 9.8% 10.7% 11.6% 12.5% 13.3% 14.1%

ROE 0.089 0.098 0.107 0.116 0.125 0.133 0.141 0.133 0.125 0.116 0.108 0.100

Abnormal ROE -0.001 0.008 0.017 0.026 0.035 0.043 0.051 0.043 0.035 0.026 0.018 0.010

Beg of year BV/shr $56.3 $61.3 $67.3 $74.5 $83.2 $93.5 $106.0 $120.9 $136.9 $154.0 $171.9 $190.5 

End of year BV/shr $61.3 $67.3 $74.5 $83.2 $93.5 $106.0 $120.9 $136.9 $154.0 $171.9 $190.5 $209.6 

Required rate (r) 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9%

Discount rate 1.090 1.188 1.295 1.412 1.539 1.677 1.828 1.993 2.172 2.367 2.580 2.813

Perpetuity -0.71 4.50 9.79 15.21 20.82 26.66 32.77 28.79 24.19 19.05 13.46 7.53

PV of Abnormal ROE 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.00

Incremental value each year -0.06 0.40 0.88 1.37 1.87 2.40 2.95 2.59 2.18 1.71 1.21 0.68

Cumulative Incremental value -0.06 0.34 1.22 2.59 4.47 6.86 9.81 12.41 14.58 16.30 17.51 18.19

Implied price $57 $63 $69 $76 $83 $92 $101 $100 $97 $94 $89 $84 

Overvalued conglomerate



Buffett letter to Paulson (Page 1-2)



Buffett letter to Paulson (page 3-4)



Full list of Berkshire Hathaway operating companies


